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Dr. Harmon Gettys is the perfect man: tall, dark, handsome, and brilliant. He d seemingly be a catch
for any woman--especially those who desire an apparently charmed offspring. But Gettys uses his
seed for murder, to create a legacy of violence. For Fire Marshal Greymon Gift, gruesome burn-
related murders are nothing new. But a sudden spike in his jurisdiction has Gift on high alert. When
an FBI investigation links multiple arson scenes to the deceased Dr. Gettys, Gift is pulled even
deeper into a case that s hot enough to start a conflagration. He knows that even if Gettys were
alive, such an assortment of violent crimes could never be committed by just one man. So who is
spreading these horrors from coast to coast? Gift and FBI Agent Rose Cleary partner up to stop the
growing number of savagely murdered victims, but can they uncover the truth before they wind up
on the list of the dead? Extended Family offers a thrilling look into the heart of darkness. Horrifying
and suspenseful, the novel explores the idea that evil can be passed like a torch from one
generation...
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Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Claire Carroll DVM-- Claire Carroll DVM

Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Carol Lehner II-- Carol Lehner II
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